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LOCALIZATION, HOMOLOGY AND A CONSTRUCTION OF ADAMS
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ARISTIDE DELEANU AND PETER HILTON (l)

ABSTRACT. In recent papers, the authors have developed the technique of using Kan

extensions to obtain extensions of homology and cohomology theories from smaller to

larger categories of topological spaces. In the present paper, it is shown that the conditions

imposed there to guarantee that the Kan extension of a cohomology theory is again a

cohomology theory in fact also imply that the Kan extension commutes with stabilization.

A construction, due to Adams, for completing a space with respect to a homology theory

by using categories of fractions is generalized to triangulated categories, and it is shown

that, for any family of primes P, the Adams completion of a space X with respect to the

homology theory F,(—; Zp) is the localization of X at P in the sense of Sullivan. Using

this, the Kan extension of the restriction of a homology theory to the category of spaces

having P-torsion homotopy groups is determined.

1. Introduction. We bring together in this paper three ideas drawn from current

work in algebraic topology. The first ingredient is the localization theory of

Sullivan [12], Kan-Bousfield [2], and others; the second is the technique of using

Kan extensions to obtain (Cech) extensions of cohomology theories from smaller

to larger categories of topological spaces, developed by the authors ([3],[5]); and

the third is a construction, due to Adams, for 'representing' homology theories in

the appropriate category of fractions, or, as Adams expressed it, completing a

space with respect to a homology theory (see Theorem 3.2 for details).

One of our principal observations, which appears as an application of Theorem

3.2, is that Adams' construction is a generalization of localization. This becomes

completely obvious if one remarks that there is another universal property,

different from that given by Sullivan in [12], which characterizes the localization.

Let F be a family of primes. Then if X is 1-connected (or if we work in some

suitable stable category) the F-localization of A" is a space XP, together with a

homotopy class of maps e : X -» XP, such that (i) the homology of XP is F-local,

(ii) the homology homorphism induced by e F-localizes the (reduced) integral

homology Ht (X), and (iii) if / : X -* F is a homotopy class and H^ ( Y) is F-local,

there is a unique homotopy class u : XP —> Y with ue = / In this characterization

(where, in fact, as shown in [12], (ii) is a consequence of (i) and (iii)), we note that

H*(Xp) is F-local and that e sets up an isomorphism in homology with Z/>

coefficients, where ZP is the integers localized at P; and then ask that XP be
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universal with respect to the first property. Instead we may ask that XP be co-

universal with respect to the second property.

Theorem 1.1. The localization e : X -> XP has property (iii'): given any homotopy

class f : X -* Y which induces an isomorphism in homology with ZP coefficients,

there exists a unique homotopy class v : Y —» XP with vf = e.

Before proving this we remark that, since (ii) and (iii') determine e up to

canonical equivalence, it follows that they do characterize the /^-localization. To

prove the theorem we invoke a lemma.

Let CP be the Serre class of TMorsion groups, and let P be the family of primes

complementary to P.

Lemma 1.2. 7/77 E up, then Hom(77, G) = 0, Ext(77, G) = Ofor any ZP-module

G.

Proof. Write n E P if n is a product of primes in P. Let <i> : 77 —» G and a E 77.

Then na = 0, n E P, so n<j>(a) = 0. But 1/n E ZP, so <p(a) = 0, <f> = 0.

Now let G ►—» 7 —►+ J be an injective presentation of G as a Zp-module.

Then 7 is certainly divisible as an abelian group, so that Ext(77, G) is a quotient

of Hom(77,7) and hence zero.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The obstructions to existence and uniqueness of v lie in

H*(f;tr^(XP)). Now Ht(f) <E> ZP = 0, since/induces a homology isomorphism

with ZP coefficients. It follows that Ht(f) E Cp (Lemma 4.3), so that the

universal coefficient theorem in cohomology, together with Lemma 1.2, yields a

proof of the theorem.

This characterization of localization provides, as we say, an immediate link

between localization and the Adams construction. In fact, we show, using

Theorem 3.2, which is a generalization to triangulated categories of a result of

Adams, that the TMocalization is effectively just the Adams completion with

respect to the homology theory H^.(—;ZP). Furthermore, we note that the p-

profinite completion in the sense of Sullivan [12] is just the Adams completion

with respect to the homology theory 77t (— ; Z/pZ).

The link between the Adams construction and the Kan extension of a

homology theory was suggested by the notion to consider the (singular) Kan

extension of homology instead of the (Cech) Kan extension of cohomology. This

is in many ways preferable, but it seems that, for homology, one is constrained

to work stably. We work in the stable category of CW-complexes, since excellent

accounts of this category occur in the literature. However, we might have chosen

to work in the Boardman category of spectra, and we do in fact indicate in the

text, as an application of Theorem 3.2, that the Adams completion always exists

in the Boardman category. It turned out (Theorem 2.2) that the conditions we

imposed in [5] to guarantee that the Kan extension of a cohomology theory is

again a cohomology theory in fact also imply that the Kan extension commutes

with stabilization.

Now the following theorem was proved in [5].
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Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 4.1 of [5]). Let h be a representable cohomology theory

with coefficients of finite type and let ho be its restriction to the category of 1-

connectedfinite CW-complexes belonging to CP. Then the Kan extension «, of «0 to

the category of \-connected finite-dimensional CW-complexes is given by h"x(X)

= h»-x(X;ZP«).

Here we say that F belongs to CP if Hn(Y) E CP; and ZP» is the generalized

Prüfer group, inserted as a coefficient group into « as in [10]. In this paper we

prove a homology analog of this theorem (Theorem 4.4), but our approach is

quite different. We note that F E CP if and only if /?,(F; ZP) = 0, where P is the

set of primes complementary to P. If e : X —> XP is the F-localization of X (or,

equivalently, the Adams completion with respect to Ht(-;ZP)), then Ce, the

mapping cone of e, belongs to CP, and we show that, working stably, the

desuspension of Ce is cofinal among the stable objects over X which belong to (2P.

In establishing that Kan extension commutes with stabilization, and again in

proving Theorem 4.4, we make essential use of the notion of cofinality of functors

on filtering categories [1]; we have given a treatment, adapted to our needs, in [4].

However, to facilitate the reading of this paper, let us briefly recall here the

relevant facts. We say that the category I is filtering if

0) given /',, z2 in I, there exists   '^z in I;

(ii) given i ,' Ï in I, there exists \p with \¡/<¡> = xfâ'.

We say that the functor F : I0 -> I is cofinal, if

(i) given /' in I, there exists /' —> F(/0) in I with z'0 in Iq;

I      TV»   \ '     ^'

(ii)    given /' -^ in I, there exists '' ^ / in I0 with T(<px)^/X = T(<b2)\p2.

h* T(h) h ^

As a special case of Theorem 2.10 of [4] we have

Theorem 1.4. Let Iq _I» I _£ C be functors with T cofinal, and assume that the

category I0 is filtering and the category C is cocomplete. Then

lim FT = lim F.—» —>

The reader should note that we are often concerned in this paper with

contravariant functors, so that we may have to look at properties of the categories

I0 and I and the functor F dual to those described above.

The authors are very grateful to the referee for suggesting certain improve-

ments to an earlier draft of this paper.

2. Stabilization and Kan extension. Let T be a triangulated category with

suspension automorphism 2 [8]. Then a cohomology functor « : T -> A, where A

is an abelian category, is a contravariant functor such that, for any triangle
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(2.1) jJL.y^zJUjv

in T, the sequence

(2.2)     • •
h(^xX) ^^± * h(VZ) -*^ HÇSf Y) ̂ ^U „(2-A)

in A is exact.

Now let T, be a triangulated category, T0 a full triangulated subcategory of T],

and n : T0 -» Ab a cohomology functor to abelian groups. We may construct the

Kan extension A, : Tj -» Ab of n. We may then prove

Theorem 2.1. If Tn has weak local pullbacks rel T], then hx is a cohomology

functor.

Proof. The argument closely resembles that of Theorem 2.14 of [5]. It is

sufficient to show that, given (2.1) in Tls then

hx(Z)
hx(v)

h>(Y)
«.(«)

hx(X)

is exact. Since T0 admits finite products and weak local pullbacks rel T,, it

follows that, for any Y in T,, an element £ E n, (Y) is represented by a pair (a,f)

where / : Y -» V, V in T0, and a E h(V). Moreover, (a,f) represents 0 if and

only if we have / = dg,

f
Y -> V

U

with d in T0 and h(d)a = 0. We write £ = [a,f], so that n,(w)| = [a,fu]. Thus if

«i(«)| = 0, then we have a diagram

u              v
X-► Y ->z

(2.3) g fu = dg,

U -+ V

with h(d)a = 0. Invoking the axioms for a triangulated category and the fact that

his a cohomology functor, we may complete (2.3) to the commutative diagram
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(2.4) a        « in  F0,

d e
U->   V ->   W

and find ß E h(W) with h(e)ß = a. Then

hx(v)[ß,q] = [ß,qv] = [ß,ef] = [a,f] = i

This proves the theorem. Now the condition that T0 has finite products and weak

local pullbacks rel T, is just the condition that T0 is T, -adapted in the language

of [5]. Thus, if we work stably, only the first condition imposed in [5] on the pair

of categories in question is required to guarantee that the Kan extension of a

cohomology functor is again a cohomology functor. We will now show that the

second condition imposed in [5] permits us to work stably. This second condition

is that of local right adjustability of the suspension functor, as explained below.

Suppose given a pair of categories J,, J0 suitable for cohomology and assume

J0 is J,-adapted. Then we saw in [5] that if, in addition, 2 is locally right J0-

adjunctable, where J0 is the homotopy category of J0, then the Kan extension «,

to J, of a cohomology theory « on J0 to Ab is again a cohomology theory. Let

us, for convenience, recall from [5] the definition of local right adjustability,

which may be stated for any functor F : C,, C0 -» D,, D0 of one pair of

categories to another. Then Fis locally right C0-adjunctable if

(i) given </> : FX —> F in D,, X in C,, F in D0, there exist \p : X

in C0, and 9 : FZ -» Y in D0 with 9 ° FuV = ¿>;

Z in C,, Z

FX
\

Fxp

FZ

-> Y

e

(ii) given 9X ° F\(/x = 92 ° Fip2 as in (i), there exist ß, : Z,- -» Z in C0, /' = 1, 2,

y : FZ -> Y in D0, such that /?, i//, = ß2xp2, y ° Fft = 9¡, i = 1, 2.

Z,

*i \ Pi

/h

s

In this paper we are only concerned with the case where (C,,C0) = (D,,D0);

however, some lemmas we prove below have obvious generalizations.

Now let J0 be J, -adapted, and let S,, S0 be the stabilizations [9] of J,, J0. The

cohomology theory « on J0 yields a cohomology functor hs : S0 -> Ab by the rule
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hs(L,m) = h~m(L),       LinJ0.

We call hs the stabilization of n. Similarly, hx yields the stabilization h\ : Sx

-^ Ab, where

(2.6) h[(K, m) = him(K),       K in J,.

Now it is easy to see that if J0 is J] -adapted, then the pair (Sx, S0) satisfies the

hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 for (T^Tg). Thus the Kan extension (hs)x : Sx -* Ab

is a cohomology functor. However, we now prove

Theorem 2.2. 7/2 is locally right i ^-adjunctable, then

h[ = (hs)x : S, -» Ab.

7n other words, stabilization commutes with Kan extension.

Proof. We proceed by establishing a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 2.3. If the functors F, G : Jx, J0 —> Jx, J0 are locally right J0-adjuncta-

ble, so is GF.

Proof, (i) Suppose given / : GFX -* Y in J, with Y in J0. Since G is locally

right adjunctable, there exist g, : FX —» Z, in J,, ux : GZX -» T in J0 with

ux o Ggx = /. Since F is locally right adjunctable, there exist g : X —> Z in J,

u2 : FZ —> Z] in J0 with g, = u2 ° Fg. Then/= u ° GFg, with u = ux ° Gu2.

(ii) Suppose given g, : A —> Z, in J,, m, : GFZ¡ -> T in J0, i = I, 2, with

W] o GT^g, = «2 ° GFg2. Since G is locally right adjunctable, we may find

k¡ : FZ¡ -* Z0 and w0 : GZ0 -* Y in J0, i ■« 1, 2, such that A:, ° Fg, = k2° Fg2

and w0 o GA:, = «,, / = 1, 2. Since F is locally right adjunctable, we may find

v¡ : Z, —> Z and / : FZ —> Z0 in J0, such that vxgx = v2g2 and / ° Fv¡ = k¡,

i = 1, 2. But then, if w = w0 o Gl : GFZ —> Y, then w ° GFi/, = «,, i = 1, 2.

Corollary 2.4. 7/2 iï locally right J0-adjunctable, so is 2", n > 1.

Lemma 2.5. 7/ F : J1( J0 -> J,, J0 « locally right J0-adjunctable then, given

g,■ : A —> Z, i'n J,, w/in Z, /n J0, ancf w, : FZ, ^ Y in J0, i = 1, 2, w/7/i w, ° Fgx

= «2° ^g2> ̂ ere ex/íí g0 : A -^ Z0, w, : Z0 -► Z, /'n J0, / = 1,2, with w, ° g0 = g,,

/ = 1,2, andux ° Fwx = u2 ° Fw2.

FX-* FZo
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Proof. Since F is locally right adjunctable, there exist v¡ : Z, —* Z in J0,

w : FZ -> Y in J0, with vxgx = v2g2, w ° Fv¡ = u¡, i = 1, 2. Since J0 is J,-

adapted, there exist g0 : A -> Z0, w, : Z0 —> Z, in J0, i = 1,2, with w, ° g0 = g,,

/' = 1, 2, and vx wx = v2w2. Then w, ° F>v, = w ° Fvx ° Fwx = w ° Fv2 ° Fw2 = u2

° Fw2.

Now, given the pair of categories J,, J0, let S, and S0 be the stabilizations of

J, and J0, and let (A, m) be an arbitrary object of S,. Consider the following two

categories. Iq is the category Ji0(A) of J0-objects under X as defined in [5], and

lx is the category of S0-objects under (A, m). As in [5, Theorem 2. L2] it will follow

that I0 is adapted; in particular, Iopp is filtering.

Let g : Iq -» I, be the functor which sends the object/ : X —» Y of I0 into the

object <j> : (X,m) -> (Y,m) of lx, where the morphism <f> in S, is represented by

2m+*/ : 2"H-*A -► 2m+*y for any k > -m.

Lemma 2.6. 7/2 is locally right J0-adjunctable, then Q : Igpp -h> I?pp is cofinal.

Proof. The first cofinality condition is an immediate consequence of the first

condition that 2m is locally right adjunctable. The second cofinality condition is

an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5, applied to some suitably high iterate

2" of 2.

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider the object

(A, m) in St. Then

h\(X,m) = him(X) = lim F0,

where F0 : Iq -» Ab is the contravariant functor given by F0(g) = h~m(Z) for

g : A -> Z in I0. On the other hand,

(A')i(*,'") = ürnF1,
ii

where Fx : I, -» Ab is the contravariant functor given by F,(/) = hs(Y,n)

= h~"(Y) for / : (X,m) -+(Y,n) in I,. Plainly FXQ = F0, so Lemma 2.6 and

Theorem 1.4 show that

lim F0 = lim F,.
h ïT

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Remark. Suppose J0 is J,-adapted, that 2 satisfies the first condition for local

right Jn-adjunctability, and that 2 satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.5 for

F = 2. Then it is easy to see that the Kan extension ax of the suspension

equivalence o : h" -* hn+x 2 is an equivalence for any cohomology theory n on J0,

so that the Kan extension hx of h is a cohomology theory (compare Theorem 3.5

of [5]). On the other hand it is not clear that if 2 has the properties assumed at

the outset of this remark, then 2" also has these properties, so that, although this

weaker hypothesis on 2 would have served in [5], it may well not be true that it

would have implied Theorem 2.2.
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3. The Adams construction. Theorem 2.2 effectively permits us to work stably

if we wish to study the Kan extension of a cohomology theory. We turn now to

homology and continue to work stably. In fact we consider a homology functor

« : T0 —> Ab defined on a triangulated category T0, and consider the question of

extending « via the Kan extension, to a functor «' : T, -» Ab on a triangulated

category T, containing T0 as a full subcategory. We have the immediate analog

of Theorem 2.1, namely,

Theorem 3.1. 7/T0 has weak local pushouts rel T,, then «' is a homology functor.

We return in §4 to an explicit study of «' in special cases, obtaining the

homology analog of Theorem 1.3. In this section we study a construction due to

Adams(2) (unpublished) and prove a generalization of his theorem.

If A is an arbitrary abelian category, then a homology functor « : T —> A from

the triangulated category T, with automorphism 2, may be regarded as a functor

h : T -^ Az, which commutes with 2 (where 2 : Az —> Az is the degree shift),

and sends triangles to exact sequences. Let T[S_1] be the category of fractions [7]

with respect to «; that is, the category in which we render formally invertible the

morphisms / such that «(/) is an isomorphism. These morphisms form the

collection S. Further, let Fs : T —> T[5~'] be the canonical functor; since Fs is

the identity on objects, we will write X for FS(X)—and even sometimes g for

Fs(g)—if there is no danger of confusion. For each object F of T, let

TY : T —» Ab be the contravariant functor given by

(3.1) Ty(X) = T[S~x](X, Y).

Then the following is a generalization of Adams' theorem.

Theorem 3.2. In order that the object Z in T represent the functor TY, that is, in

order that there exist, for each X in T, an isomorphism

rx:T[S-x](X,Y)^T(X,Z),

functorial in X, it is necessary and sufficient that conditions (i) and (ii) below be

satisfied; it is also necessary and sufficient that conditions (i) and (iii) be satisfied:

(i) There exists e : Y -^ Z in S.

(ii) Given e' : Y -+ Z' in S, there exists a unique f : Z' —» Z /'« T (and hence in

S) such that e = fe'.

(iii) Ifh(X) = 0, then T(X, Z) = 0.

Proof. We prepare the way for the proof by making the following observations.

Proposition 3.3. 5 admits a calculus of left fractions.

This is essentially Proposition 4.2 of [8].

(2) Communicated in letters of January 24 and February 20, 1969.
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Proposition 3.4. Given (i) and (ii), then each map s : Z —> W in S admits a

retraction r : W —» Z such that rs = 1 (so that r is also in S).

Proof of Proposition 3.4. By (ii) there exists r : W —» Z such that rse = e; and

then, by the uniqueness of / in (ii), rs = 1.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. We first prove that, in the presence of(i), (ii) is equivalent

to (iii). Assume (ii) holds and let h(X) = 0, g : X -» Z. There is a triangle in T,

X -^-> Z -^->W -^-> 2A\

and, since « is a homology functor, it follows that «(/) is an isomorphism, so that

/ is in S. By Proposition 3.4, there exists r such that rj = 1, so that g = rjg = 0

and (iii) is proved.

Now suppose that (iii) holds. Let e' : Y —> Z' be in 5 and embed e' in the

triangle

Y -^Z' -^-» IF-^2F.

Since h is a homology functor and h(e') is an isomorphism, h(W) = 0, so that

T(2' W,Z) = 0, all /, by (iii). Thus

T(e',Z):T(Z',Z)-T(F,Z),

so that, in particular, there exists a unique f : Z' —> Z such that fe' = e.

We next prove that (i), (ii) imply that there exists an isomorphism t :

TTS-'KA', Y) s= T(X,Z), functorial in X. Now the transformation p : TiAf.Z)

->T[S~X](X,Z) is an isomorphism in view of Propositions 3.3, 3.4 above

(see Proposition 4.1.2 of [7]). Also the transformation w : T[S-'](Ar, F) -*

T[5_1](A',Z) induced by e: F -> Z is certainly an isomorphism because

Fs(e) is invertible. Thus we may take r = p~'w; then t is obviously functorial

in A1 because p and to are functorial in X.

Finally we show that the existence of r implies (i) and (ii). We define e to be

the image under t of 1 E T[5_1 ](F, F). To show «(e) an isomorphism it of course

suffices to show Fs(e) an isomorphism. Let a E T[S~X](Z,Y) be given by

r(a) = lz. We will show that a is inverse to Fs(e). First the commutativity of

T[5-]] (Z,Y)   Ï+  T(Z,Z)

e* e*

i j
l[S~l] (Y, Y)  —»  T(F,Z)

shows that r(aFs(e)) = e = t(1), so that aFs(e) = 1. Next, represent a, as we may

[7], by
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Z -L>Y' *2— Y,

with í in S, and consider the commutative diagram

l[S~l](Z,Y)

f*

T[S~l] (Y',Y)

T(Z,Z)

1(Y',Z)

1[S-1] (Y,Y)   -J_>   T(Y,Z).

Let t(Fs(s) x) = g. Then g/= r(a) = 1, from the top square; and gs = t(1) = e,

from the bottom square. Thus

Fs(e)a = Fs(g)Fs(s)Fs(s)-xFs(f) = Fs(gf) = 1,

so that a is inverse to Fs(e).

Finally, we prove (ii). Given e' : Y —» Z' in S, consider the commutative

diagram

TfS-1] (Z', Y)    —Î—»   T(Z',Z)

TI5-1] (^, >0   -►   T(y,Z)

Then if/= r(Fs(e'yx), e = fe'; conversely if e = fe' and/= r(ß), then

r(ßFs(e')) = e = t(1),       ßFs(e') = 1,

so

/3 = ^s(0-'-

Thus (ii) is established and hence Theorem 3.2 in its entirety.

We call Z the (Adams) h-completion of Y and write Z = Yh, e : Y -» K.

Remark. We have not made t explicit, in this proof, in terms of e. Given

a E T[S~X](X, Y), represented by A A Y' ¿- Y, with 5 in S, we find a unique

/ : Y' -> Z with /s = <? and then r(a) = fg, for es"1 g = /g in T[5"' ](A, Z), so that

«(a) = p(/g).
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Applications. Our first application will be vital to the sequel. Let ZP be the

localization of the integers at the set of primes P and let J be the category of

based, 1-connected, CW-complexes and based maps. Then we may localize the

objects of J [12]. Moreover, if 7/+ stands for (reduced) ordinary homology,

(3.2) 77, (XP) = 7?„(A) ® ZP,

where XP is the localization of A at P, X in J. Since ZP ® ZP = ZP and ZP is

flat [12], we may make (3.2) more precise by remarking that the localization map

/ : X -» XP (which is defined up to homotopy [12]) induces an isomorphism

U : H+(X;ZP) s H*(XP; ZP). Moreover, by Theorem 1.1, / has the universal

property expressed by the fact that if / : A -» X' induces an isomorphism in

homology with ZP coefficients, then there exists u : X' -» XP, unique up to

homotopy, such that uf cz I.

Let us take T to be the stabilization of J; obviously, localization commutes

with stabilization. Of course, the restriction that the objects of J be 1-connected

has no effect in T. Let h : T -» Ab be the homology functor which comes from

stabilizing H^(- ; ZP). Then the facts claimed above, together with Theorem 3.2,

show that the functor Frm) of (3.1) is represented by (YP,m). Indeed, conditions

(i), (ii) of Theorem 3.2 hold where the role of e is played by the stabilization of

the homotopy class of /, and Z = (YP, m). We will see in the next section (Lemma

4.2) that (YP,m) = (Y,m) a K'(ZP,0), where K' stands for the stable Moore

space.

As a second application we may let n : T —> Ab be the homology functor

which comes from stabilizing 77^ (- ; Z/pZ ). In this case, as already remarked by

Adams, the functor T(}>) of (3.1) is represented by (YP,m), where YP is the p-

profinite completion of Y in the sense of [12]. Thus the Adams completion

generalizes both localization and />profinite completion in the stable category.

As a third application, let us take T to be the Boardman category of spectra B

[13]. Then by Proposition 4.2 and 3.2 of [8], for any homology functor

n : B —> Abz, the category of fractions B[5'~1] has a unique structure of

triangulated category such that the canonical functor Fs : B -» B[5_1] commutes

with the automorphism 2 and takes triangles into triangles. Moreover, Fs takes

coproducts in B into coproducts in B[S-1]. Thus for any spectrum Y E |B| the

functor TY : B —> Ab of (3.1) is a generalized cohomology theory [13, p. 178], and

it is known that any such theory is representable [13, p. 180]. Hence there exists

a spectrum Z E |B| such that B[S~' ](A, Y) = TY(X) at B(X, Z) functorially in A.

Thus in the Boardman category the Adams completion always exists.

As a fourth, and rather different, application, let A be an arbitrary abelian

category and let T be the category K of cochain-complexes in A and homotopy

classes of cochain-maps. Then n : T —> A is the homology functor and T[5_1] is

the derived category [8] of A, which we will write as D. Assume that A has enough

injectives and that Y is an object of K which is bounded below (i.e., Y„ = 0 for
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« < «0). Then (Lemma 4.6 of [8]), there exists e : Y —> / in K such that / is

bounded below and consists of injective objects and h(e) is an isomorphism. In

fact, it then follows that TY (see (3.1)) is represented by /, so that D(X,Y)

Si K(X, I) functorially in X. To see this we only have to verify that K(X, /) = 0

if h(X) = 0, but this is ensured by Lemma 4.4 of [8].

Remark. The following alternative approach might be used to study the Adams

completion.

Freyd has constructed for any triangulated category T a canonical imbedding

/ : T -» $T into a Frobenius abelian category $T. (See for instance [9].) Then

for any homology functor « : T -» Az there exists a unique exact functor

S>« : $T -» Az such that « = O« ° I. Let F be the collection of all morphisms <b

in <Ï>T such that &h((j>) is an isomorphism. Then we have a commutative diagram

of categories and functors

/
T-► <I>T

* J

T[S~X] —>  Í>T [F"1]

The full subcategory ker($«) of <3>T consisting of those objects sent to zero by 4>«

is then a "thick" (épaisse) subcategory of 4>T and the category of fractions

$T[F_1] is identified with the quotient category <l>T/ker(4>«) (see p. 15 of [7]).

One could then apply the techniques of Gabriel's thesis [6].

4. Serre classes and Kan extensions. Let T be a triangulated category and let

h, k be two homology theories on T. Let X in T admit the Adams «-completion

Xh, and form the triangle

(4-1) x-^X^C.^VX

inT.

Let T0 be the full subcategory of T whose objects are those F such that

«(F) = 0. It is plain that T0 is a triangulated subcategory of T. Let k° be the

restriction of k to T0, and let kx be the Kan extension of k° to T. We prove

Theorem 4.1. k\(X) = kn+x(Ce).

Proof. Since «(e) is an isomorphism, it is clear from (4.1) that h(Ce) = 0, so that

Ce is in T0. We will show that, in the category of T0-objects over X, the singleton

2"1/ : 2"1 Ce -* X is cofinal. This will establish the theorem, since it then follows

from Theorem 1.4 that k\(X) = kn(^~xCe) = kn+x(Ce). Thus, suppose «(F) = 0

and consider / : F -> X in T. By (iii) of Theorem 3.2, ef = 0, so / factors as

(2"'/)g, g- Y ̂  2-'Q. However since T(F,2"'A;) = 0, it follows that the
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factorization / = (2~'/)g determines g uniquely, so that the singleton 2~'y is

indeed cofinal as claimed.

We apply this theorem to the case where T is the stable CW-category S, that

is, the stabilization of the category of CW-complexes, and n = 7/#(— ; ZP), where

F is a family of primes and P is the complementary family. We first prove two

lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. If Q is a family of primes and if h = 77+(-;Ze), then Xh

= X a K'(ZQ,0), where K' stands for the stable Moore space.

Proof. The map e : X —> X a A'(Ze,0) is just obtained from the embedding

Z C ZQ, where A is identified with A a A'(Z,0). It is then plain that H^(e) :

H*(X) -» //„(A) 8 Zß simply localizes 77,,(A). Thus A a A'(Zö,0) is the Q-

localization of A, so that, according to our first application of Theorem 3.2, it is

also the n-completion Xh of A.

Lemma 4.3. Let CP be the Serre class of P-torsion groups. Then A E CP iff

A <8> ZP = 0.

Proof. Write n E P if n is a product of primes in P. If a E A E CP then

na = 0 for some n E P, so that, if q E ZP, a ® q = na <8> q/n = 0. Conversely,

suppose A <S> ZP = 0. Then A is plainly a torsion group, since ZP is torsion free.

Moreover, since Z///Z ® ZP s Z/p"Z if p E P [12], it follows that A has no P-

torsion, so A E CP.

From these lemmas we deduce the following theorem; as in [5], we write

Y E CP to indicate that the homology and homotopy groups of the (stable) space

T belong to CP.

Theorem 4.4. Let S be the stable CW-category and let S0 be the full subcategory

consisting of spaces in CP. If k is a homology theory on S and if kx is the Kan

extension to S of the restriction of k to S0, then, for X in S,

(4.2) k\(X) = K+X(X;ZP~).

Here ZP-» is, of course, the (generalized) Prüfer group consisting of the direct

sum of the />-primary components of Q/Z for all p E P.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3, S0 is the subcategory given by h(Y) = 0 where

h = Ht(-;ZP). By Theorem 4.1, kxn(X) = kn+x(Ce), where A A Xh -i* Ce

-U 2 A is a triangle in S and Xh is the Adams n-completion of A. By Lemma 4.2,

Xh = X a K'(ZP,0), so that

(4.3) Ce = X a K'(ZP/Z,0).

But ZP /Z = ZP" ; and it only remains to note that, by definition, one puts

coefficients G into the homology theory k by the rule [10] kr(X; G) =

kr(X A K'(G,0)).

Remarks, (i) Theorem 4.4 is, of course, the homology analog of Theorem 1.3.

By working stably, and by replacing cohomology by homology, considerable
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simplification has been achieved. On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 shows that we

were free to work stably in our proof of Theorem 1.3 in [5]. The proof of Theorem

4.4 is, however, indirect, so that it is not clear how we would generalize to

arbitrary Serre classes.

(ii) Lemma 4.3 implies that Y E CP iff H^(Y; ZP) = 0. Evidently an alternative

criterion is that Yh ̂  0 where « = H+(-; ZP). Now we may localize the category

S at F defining SP(A,B) = S(A,B) ® ZP. It is then plain that if F ~ 0 in SP (we

may write this: F =±P 0), then Y E CP. For if F ~? 0, then «1=0: F -> F for

some « E F, so that 1 = 0 : H^(Y) % ZP -> Hn(Y) ® ZP. An easy inductive

argument shows that, conversely, F c=lp Oif Y E Cp, provided that F is finite-

dimensional. In fact, localizing the category S at F is equivalent to constructing

the category of fractions of S in which one formally inverts the morphisms in S

of the form m\x, where all the primes which divide the integer m belong to F,

and \x is the identity morphism of the object X of S.
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